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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
Accurate and timely communication of work-zone activities improves work-zone safety by
alerting department of transportation (DOT) staff, traffic management centers (TMCs),
contractors, and the traveling public that a work zone has become active or inactive. Such
information also facilitates on-going work-zone safety analysis by enabling the synchronization
of work-zone and incident data. With the increase in computing power of portable electronic
devices, such as smartphones, smart work-zone information exchange can be accomplished
simply and cost-effectively.
Objectives
The objective of this research project was to design, develop, and deploy the Smart Work Zone
Activity app (SWiZAPP), a cross-platform mobile application for collecting and reporting realtime work-zone activity information. This included development of requirement specifications
for the app, prototype design, and field testing.
Prototype design was central to this project, as the goal of this project was to provide a tangible
software deliverable that is close to being market ready. The field testing was important for
demonstrating the app in a live and demanding environment.
Methodology
SWiZAPP was developed using React Native, currently the most popular open-source, mobile
application development framework. The research team followed a modular design approach to
enable seamless future expansion of the app by other agencies. SWiZAPP consists of three main
modules, as shown in Figure ES1: frontend, backend, and middleware.
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Figure ES1. Frontend, middleware, and backend of SWiZAPP
The frontend module allows users to connect and interact with the app via a graphical user
interface (GUI). A variety of layouts and user interface elements, including flat lists, grid and
scroll views, buttons, switches, dialog boxes, and notifications, were used to improve the user
friendliness of the frontend module.
The backend module is responsible for storing all work-zone activity information posted by users
in a scalable manner. Google’s Firebase engine was used to design and deploy a real-time, cloudbased database to support the backend.
The middleware module is managed by Redux, which translates user actions from the frontend to
the backend and vice-versa.
Key Outcomes
The outcome of this project is a fully-functioning mobile application for work-zone activity
monitoring. The app is enabled with functionalities for managing an unlimited number of
construction work zones.
SWiZAPP currently supports automatic work-zone geolocation and mapping via on-board global
positioning system (GPS) sensors and Google Maps, respectively. Users of the app can post live
activities from construction sites by taking snapshots and uploading images, utilizing buttons
within the app’s interface to indicate traffic conditions and lane activities, and/or text messaging
via the app. The app also enables users to view both real-time and historical activities of all work
zones in Smart Work Zone Deployment Initiative (SWZDI) states. The key components of
SWiZAPP are shown in Figure ES2.
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Figure ES2. Key components of SWiZAPP: (a) log-in, (b) Projects, (c) Map View, and (d)
Tracker
A summary of SWiZAPP’s use cases is provided in Table ES1.
Table ES1. SWiZAPP use case summary
Applications
Alert Management
System

Use cases
Sends real-time alerts during
lane closures and crashes and
when a new work zone is
activated

Information
Management and
Tracking

Work zone data collection,
tracking, and archiving

Users
1. Traffic management centers
2. 511
3. Third-party service providers
such as Waze, Google, etc.
4. Possible integration with
CAVs
1. Contractors
2. Work zone managers
3. Road users

The app could serve as a work-zone-alert management system for TMCs or third-party service
providers, such as Waze, Google, and INRIX. Lane closures, crashes, and new work-zone
location information will be communicated to users in real time. Contractors and work-zone
managers could also use the app for data collection, tracking, and archiving purposes.
Application programming interfaces (APIs) could be provided for open data platforms to utilize
stored work-zone data.
Recommendations and Limitations
One of the key bottlenecks of SWiZAPP is its reliance on internet access. A sizeable number of
construction work zones in many states are in dead zones where internet access is restricted.
SWiZAPP will not function in such environments.
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Ideally, the app could be re-designed to store work-zone activity information on the phone’s
storage system when there is no internet access. The locally stored data could later be pushed to
the frontend and backend after the user re-enters an area with Wi-Fi access.
We also recommend that concerted efforts be made to integrate SWiZAPP with key
transportation data management systems, traveler information systems (e.g., 511), and other
transportation data archival systems.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Background
Work-zone environments can be very dynamic in nature, depending on the characteristics of a
particular site. Work intensity, lane closure (if any), traffic demand, and time of day are just
some of the factors that affect the safety and efficiency of facilities with work zones. Under
certain circumstances, work-zone sites can change rapidly once traffic control is set up and work
has begun.
For example, if a lane is closed, capacity is restricted and traffic congestion can develop quickly,
leading to queues. This is especially true in urban environments with high demand where a queue
can grow several miles within minutes (King et al. 2004). Therefore, timely information about
work zones is needed to properly document and describe work-zone operations on a particular
day.
In addition, work-zone schedules, even week-ahead schedules, are constantly being adjusted due
to staff/contractor resource allocation, work progress, weather, and other circumstances. What is
planned in advance is often not realized in the same way. Finding an easy way to track the
dynamic start and end times of work-zone activities helps with both the real-time and the longterm management of work zones.
Project Objectives
The objective of this research project was to design, develop, and deploy the Smart Work Zone
Activity app (SWiZAPP), a cross-platform mobile application for collecting and reporting realtime work-zone activity information. This included development of requirement specifications
for the app, prototype design, and field testing.
The requirements needed to be carefully specified because the app is intended to be used by
multiple state departments of transportation (DOTs), and DOTs could differ in their desired
work-zone information content, format, and delivery medium.
Prototype design was central to this project, as the goal of this project was to provide a tangible
software deliverable that is close to being market ready. Prototype design was accomplished
through hardware platform specification, software interface design, software sub-component
design, and backend service development.
Field testing was important to demonstrate the app in a live and demanding environment.
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Benefits and Opportunities
One benefit of using SWiZAPP is for work-zone management and operations. The accuracy of
the information stems from the fact that the information is originating from a staff member who
is at the actual work-zone site and has first-hand knowledge of the work-zone conditions. The
information is broadcast instantaneously to multiple parties that have an interest in the
information, including the DOT area office, project inspectors, traffic management centers
(TMCs), contractor’s offices, and various media venues, if appropriate. This broadcast also
results in more accurate and timely information being passed to third parties, such as travelers
who use this information to plan trips or to navigate through the work-zone areas.
From the project management and contracting perspectives, SWiZAPP documents the times
when the work zone is active. This is especially important for certain types of projects or
contracts involving incentives/disincentives and lane rentals used in high-impact work zones.
SWiZAPP can also help improve coordination among different parties or even within
organizations. For example, contractors can better coordinate with DOT staff and other
contractors using the app.
After the SWiZAPP data are downloaded and archived, they become a valuable source of
dynamic work-zone information that is currently lacking. For example, work-zone safety
analysis, such as work-zone risk modeling, requires the integration of work-zone information
with crash information. However, this integration is often difficult because dynamic work-zone
status is not available (Sun et al. 2014). And, despite efforts in improving crash reporting, the
work-zone field is often marked incorrectly in crash reports, as the reporting officer lacks
knowledge of downstream work zones. Therefore, SWiZAPP provides both real-time and longterm benefits.
Modern smartphones are remarkable in terms of their portability and their enormous capabilities.
The miniaturization of electronics has enabled the integration of multiple components into a
single device instead of needing multiple devices that consume space and power. Even more
impressive is the fact that the integration is also logical, meaning that information can be shared
by all components via the software kernel.
The dizzying array of technology and sensors available on smartphones include high-resolution
displays, touchscreens, microprocessors, accelerometers, gyroscopes, global positioning systems
(GPS), cameras, infrared detectors, environmental sensors, switches, radio-frequency
identification (RFID), Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and, of course, cellular voice and data communications
(Fedkiw 2012). By further processing raw sensor data, many more types of information, such as
heart rate, quick response (QR) codes, and fingerprints can also be recognized by smartphones.
Even though electronic data systems have always been part of intelligent transportation systems
(ITS), they are sometimes less visible since they function in the background of many ITS
applications. The Missouri DOT (MoDOT), for example, has been using e-alerts to communicate
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work-zone and incident information via messaging and email to multiple parties. Similar to ealerts, SWiZAPP will communicate dynamic work-zone information, but with more detail and
more timely information.
This project focused on using ITS to communicate valuable work-zone information to ITS
TMCs, traveler information systems, and archival data systems.
Report Organization
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a review of key mobile applications developed to support various
transportation agencies in the areas of planning, safety, operations, and general data collection.
The chapter also contains information on commonly used frameworks for mobile application
development, including their strengths, limitations, and popularity.
Chapter 3 includes a detailed description of the methodology used to build the components of
SWiZAPP.
Chapter 4 discusses the deployment and results of field testing SWiZAPP.
Chapter 5 summarizes the key outcomes, recommendations, and limitations of the project.
Finally, a manual documenting step-by-step use of SWiZAPP is included as an appendix.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW: MOBILE PHONE APPS IN
TRANSPORTATION
Work zones are one of the critical conflict areas leading to crashes. Thousands of crashes
involving motor vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, and construction workers are recorded every
year in the United States, many of which occur within highway construction work zones. The
main reason reported for these crashes are the insufficient traffic controls and driver
misjudgment (Li and Qiao 2016). Achieving smarter work zones is one of the main goals of the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). For this purpose, many ITS tools and applications
have been developed and implemented to effectively mitigate traffic impacts caused by
construction (Liao and Donath 2016).
Mobile Applications for Transportation
Smart mobile applications are software applications that are designed to run on smartphones,
tablets, and other mobile electronic devices. In this era of rapid technological advances, these
applications have become one of the primary tools we use daily both in our personal and
professional lives (Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016). Smartphone applications have many uses
related to transportation, including route planning, ridesharing/carpooling, traffic safety, parking
information, transportation data collection, fuel emissions and consumption monitoring, and
travel information.
In the transportation sector, the early use of mobile applications was mainly for navigation and
location-based services. As of 2016, mobile applications are used for many transportation-related
applications including engineering education, traffic data collection, travel information, route
planning, and ridesharing (Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016). In the literature, there are numerous
applications available for traffic safety, transportation emission quantification, transportation
data collection, and navigation (Dutzik et al. 2013). Realizing the potential of the applications in
the transportation area, several state DOTs have already implemented mobile applications that
show real-time travel information to the traveling public.
In a study by Siuhi and Mwakalonge (2016), smart mobile applications were categorized
according to their possible utilization in the transportation industry, such as for data collection,
route planning, ride sharing, and conducting travel surveys. Tables 1 through 5 show some of
these applications.
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Table 1. Route planning applications

Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016, ©2016 Periodical Offices of Chang’an University. Publishing services by Elsevier
B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Table 2. Traffic safety applications

Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016, ©2016 Periodical Offices of Chang’an University. Publishing services by Elsevier
B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 3. Transportation data collection applications

Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016, ©2016 Periodical Offices of Chang’an University. Publishing services by Elsevier
B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Table 4. Travel information applications

Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016, ©2016 Periodical Offices of Chang’an University. Publishing services by Elsevier
B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 5. Smart mobile application challenges

Siuhi and Mwakalonge 2016, ©2016 Periodical Offices of Chang’an University. Publishing services by Elsevier
B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Efforts to reduce worker injuries have focused on improving traffic control devices and
minimizing confusion of motorists passing through work zones. For example, to supplement
conventional traffic controls and enhance the safety of workers in work zones, a smartphonebased audio warning message (AWM) was proposed and tested in driving simulators by Li and
Qiao (2016). Results indicated the AWM was able to effectively increase driver awareness of
traffic signs and dynamic traffic situations, in particular, in hazardous situations.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and state transportation
authorities have implemented many safety countermeasures to reduce forward collisions in work
zones. However, due to the complexity of traffic in work zones, traditional countermeasures
often fail to prevent crashes.
A study by Craig et al. (2017) examined the potential effects of in-vehicle messages to
communicate work-zone events to drivers. The researchers conducted a work-zone safety survey
in Minnesota to clarify drivers’ attitudes toward work zones, along with smartphone use and invehicle messages through smartphones.
The researchers considered three different messaging interfaces: a roadside, portable changeable
message sign; a smartphone presenting only auditory messages; and a smartphone presenting
audio-visual messages. This research found that driver performance on speed deviation and lane
deviation is better with in-vehicle messages versus that with roadside signs. Furthermore, drivers
reported significantly less mental workload and eye gaze behavior for the in-vehicle conditions
relative to the roadside sign condition.
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Researchers with the Innovative Transportation Research Institute at Texas Southern University
developed a smartphone-based warning system application that provides different types of
warning messages, including sound, visual, and voice, to alert drivers to hazardous traffic
situations. They measured driving behaviors in terms of headway distance, headway time, speed,
and acceleration/deceleration. Results of this research showed that voice messaging is the most
effective approach to instruct drivers to control their speed smoothly and keep sufficient
headway time and braking distance while driving through a work zone. These driving simulatorbased studies also found that smartphone-based warning systems could reduce both vehicle-tovehicle crashes and worker fatalities (Rahman et al. 2016).
The safety of pedestrians is also an important concern in work zones. The FHWA reports that
17% of all work-zone fatalities, annually, are pedestrians. In addition, people who are visually
impaired often confront physical and informational barriers that limit their accessibility and
mobility. (The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices [MUTCD] for Streets and Highways
mandates temporary traffic control [TTC] to provide audible information for visually impaired
people in work zones.)
Researchers with the University of Minnesota developed a smartphone app that works in
conjunction with embedded sensors on the smartphone and Bluetooth technology to provide
routing instructions to pedestrians as it detects upcoming work zones. When a work zone is
detected, the smartphone vibrates to alert users, and the app then announces a corresponding
audible message to users (Liao 2014).
Mobile devices and mobile applications have also been utilized in asset management projects.
Research by Khan et al. (2016) developed a transportation asset management system (TAMS) as
a comprehensive asset management tool to collect and manage the location and attributes of
transportation assets and associated geographical features, such as road design, bridges, and the
locations of horizontal curves, in the field.
Mobile App Development Frameworks
Mobile app development is increasing rapidly due to the popularity of smartphones. There are
currently about 3,300,000 apps on Apple’s App Store. (Pocket Gamer.biz 2018) and 2,900,000
apps on the Android market (AppBrain 2018). In general, mobile apps are categorized into three
groups: native, web-based, and hybrid.
Native applications run on a device’s operating system and are required to be adapted for
different devices. Web-based apps require a web browser on a mobile device. Hybrid apps are
“native-wrapped” web apps (Ferrari and Gerla 2010). A recent survey (Appcelerator / IDC 2012)
revealed that developers are mainly interested in building native apps because they can utilize the
device’s native features, such as cameras, sensors, accelerometers, and geolocation.
One of the big problems with mobile application development is that the mobile market is
divided among many platforms and, as a result, development time increases and more skills are
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needed. Cross-platform frameworks, which let programmers develop a single application for
several platforms, is a solution to this problem. Some of the advantages of cross-platform
development are cost-effectiveness, a single technology stack, reusable code, and easy
maintainability. Xamarin, Ionic, and React Native are three popular cross-platform frameworks
in the mobile application industry.
Since September 2015, the cross-platform framework React Native, which was created by
Facebook, has been available for public use. This framework uses native scripting to create
actual native components. The React Native framework promises the concept “Learn once, write
everywhere,” which means that once developers have learned the React Native framework, they
will be able to apply it to multiple platforms. It allows development of mobile applications using
concepts derived from the web framework ReactJS and allows their creation in a similar way to
how web applications are developed using ReactJS. In addition, React Native is an open source
framework that allows programmers to contribute to its further development (Hansson and
Vidhall 2016).
Compared to other existing cross-platform frameworks, such as Cordova or Ionic, React Native
uses a flexible structure for rendering mobile applications. Traditionally, combinations of
JavaScript, hypertext markup language (HTML), and cascading style sheets (CSS) are usually
used to write mobile web applications. Apps developed using these technologies usually do not
have access to the host platform’s set of native user interface (UI) elements. React Native
translates the markup to real, native UI elements. In addition, React Native performs separately
from the main UI thread, so applications can have high performance without decreasing
capability (Eisenman 2017).
Another advantage of React Native is that it lets the programmer take advantage of intelligent
debugging tools and error reporting and use any text editor for JavaScript editing; therefore, it
does not force the programmer to work in Xcode to develop for iOS or in Android Studio for
Android development (Eisenman 2017). Table 6 provides a comparison between three crossplatform frameworks: Xamarin, Ionic, and React Native.
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Table 6. Comparison of Xamarin, Ionic, and React Native
Xamarin
Code
Compilation/
Interpretation

Ionic
HTML, CSS,
TypeScript,
JavaScript
JIT with
WKWebView
JIT

C#
iOS

AOT

Android JIT/AOT

UI rendering

Native UI controllers

HTML, CSS

GitHub stars
Price

3.6K
Open source

Additional costs

Visual Studio IDE*
$539–$2,999
For commercial use

33.3K
Open source
Ionic Pro
$29–$199
For additional
features

Cross-platform
probability
Performance

Use cases

Xamarin
iOS
Android
Close to
native
All apps

Xamarin
Forms
Moderatelow
Simple
apps,
corporate
apps

React Native
JavaScript+,
Java, ObjectiveC, Swift
Interpreter
JIT
Native UI
controller
59.6K
Open source
-

Up to 98% of
source code reuse

Adapting code to
each platform

Moderate-low

Close to native

Simple apps,
corporate apps

All apps

Source: AltexSoft 2018

As shown in Table 6, based on GitHub statistics, React Native is the most “starred” framework
among these three, with 59.6 thousand stars. According to the results of the 2018 Stack Overflow
developer survey (Stack Overflow 2018), the React Native framework is not only the most used
cross-platform tool, but also the second most “loved” one among developers in general (see
Figure 1).
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Stack Overflow 2018

Figure 1. Most “loved” frameworks, libraries, and tools
There are different open source frameworks available on the market. Table 7 provides a
summary comparison between ReactJS and three other open source frameworks: AngularJS,
Ember.js, and Aurelia.
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Table 7. Pros and cons of mobile app development frameworks

Source: StackShare 2018

Commercial frameworks are expensive but relatively easy to use, while open-source frameworks
may require developers to do more fundamental development and troubleshooting.
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The React Native framework was selected for SWiZAPP for two main reasons: it is free and
open-source and it is the most popular one among the frameworks. Therefore, the updating
process would be expected to be unproblematic.
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CHAPTER 3. SWIZAPP DEVELOPMENT
SWiZAPP consists of four main components (shown in Figure 2): log-in screen, Projects, Map
View, and Tracker.

Figure 2. Key components of SWiZAPP: (a) log-in, (b) Projects, (c) Map View, (d) Tracker
All first time users of the mobile application are required to register with an email address and
password via a log-in screen. Once a user is registered, SWiZAPP is designed to automatically
keep the user logged in on the same device. The credentials of each user are stored in a database
to manage user activities.
After a user successfully logs into SWiZAPP, they are granted permission to use the full
functionalities of the app, including adding and updating work-zone information, geolocating the
start and end of the work zone, and posting real-time work-zone-related activities.
The SWiZAPP Projects screen displays all work zones managed by the user. From this screen,
users can add new work zones, update existing work zones with new information, and perform
geolocation. This view also hosts a search engine for filtering work zones based on the state
(such as Iowa) or the work-zone identification number.
The Map View displays the locations of all geolocated work zones on a map. Users can also
access the most recent work-zone activities from this screen.
The Tracker screen monitors and relays work-zone activity information to all SWiZAPP users. It
displays a list of all work zones being monitored by the app, their recent or past activity status,
the last time the information was updated, etc. It also has a search component for filtering work
zones based on their unique identification numbers, states, or names of contact people.
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Design Approach
To allow for future expansion and integration of the app by individual agencies, SWiZAPP was
designed using a modular design process. The current design consists of four main modules: a
frontend UI module, a sensor module, a middleware communication module, and a backend
module. Figure 3 shows the interactions and flow of information between these modules.

Figure 3. Frontend, middleware, and backend modules of the app
A user makes requests and updates by connecting to the frontend user interface, and the
middleware receives all actions from the user and passes them to the backend, which responds to
the user’s request and sends an appropriate response through the middleware back to the user on
the frontend. The following sections provide details on each module.
Frontend Module
The goal of the app’s frontend is to mask all requirements related to software specifications by
using a variety of layouts and UI elements. Examples of layouts used in the development of
SWiZAPP included flat lists and grid and scroll views. Also, key UI elements such as drawer
menus, buttons, switches, dialog boxes, and notifications were used to improve the user
friendliness of the app.
Navigation
Three main types of navigation were used in the design of SWiZAPP: tab navigation, stacked
navigation, and drawer menus.
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Tab Navigation
Tab navigation, possibly the most common style of navigation in mobile applications, enables
the user to switch between all the key features of an app from one screen. Tabs are very flexible
and make the app user-friendly. After log-in, SWiZAPP consists of three key components:
Projects, which lists all the work zones added by the user; Map View, which diplays the
locations of the work zones on a map; and Tracker, which reports all work zone-related activities
from all users of SWiZAPP. We used React Native’s tab navigation module to enable the user to
switch between these key components. Figure 4 shows how tab navigation is used to navigate
between the three components of SWiZAPP.

Figure 4. SWiZAPP tab navigation example
Stacked Navigation
Compared to tab navigation, a stacked navigation provides a way for SWiZAPP to transition
between screens such that each new screen is placed on top of a stack. In tab navigation, the user
can navigate from the first screen to the last screen without going through the intermediate
screens. Stacked navigation however, requires the user to go through all the screens in the stack
sequentially. In Figure 5, we show an example that necessitates using stacked navigation.
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Figure 5. SWiZAPP stacked navigation example for posting activities to a work zone
In this example, the user needs to post an activity to a specific work zone. They must first select
the specific work zone to which the activity is being posted. The app then navigates to a second
screen, where the user must select the type of activity, and then a final screen for submitting the
activity.
Drawer Menus
Mobile screen space is a precious commodity. Drawer menus help save screen space while
offering an intuitive navigation. An example of how drawer menus are used in SWiZAPP is
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Drawer menu
Buttons
A number of customized buttons of different shapes were designed and integrated into the app.
These buttons (shown in Figure 7) include a switch button used to activate and deactivate the
work zone, a circularly shaped button for updating and displaying work-zone profile pictures,
and square-shaped buttons for posting work-zone activities.
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Figure 7. Customized buttons used in SWiZAPP: circularly shaped (top left image in a
circle), switch (top right), and rounded square buttons (across the bottom)
Layouts
SWiZAPP was designed using popular modern and user-friendly layouts such as swipeable flat
lists, grid views, and scroll views.
Flat Lists
Flat lists are useful for displaying a list of items on a one-dimensional grid. They summarize key
information for each list, giving the user a preview of what the item contains. For this app, each
item in a flat list is uniquely designed to allow swiping gestures that enable the user to make
changes specific to a particular item by swiping left or right.
Grid Views
Grid views are used to display items in a two-dimensional grid. For this app, we implemented a
responsive grid layout that adapts itself to various screen resolutions. A grid view layout is used
in one instance (Figure 8) to display the different types of work-zone activity posts that are
supported by SWiZAPP.
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Figure 8. SWiZAPP layout examples: swipeable flat list, grid view, and two scroll views
Scroll Views
Flat lists and grid views, in general, tend to exceed the default height of the mobile device’s
screen. To enhance the usefulness of these layouts, scroll views enable the user to view the
contents of a page exceeding the height of the screen by scrolling up and down. Examples of
scroll views for SWiZAPP can be seen on the Projects page, the Tracker page, and the activity
pages for specific work zones (see Figure 8).
Alerts, Prompts, and Notifications
A number of prompts and alerts were used to enforce requirements for data entry and posting by
users of the app. For example, in Figure 9, a prompt is used to request further information from
the user about the location of the work zone.
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Figure 9. SWiZAPP’s geolocation prompt example
Sensor Module
The sensor module involves the management of two key technologies: GPS and camera. Users
must grant SWiZAPP access to these sensors before they can be used. The coordinates received
from the GPS allow the geolocating of the work zone. These coordinates can complement any
linear referencing system (LRS) information that is entered manually, e.g., route and log mile.
The coordinates will enable the work-zone activity information to be easily located on maps and
geographical information systems (GIS). SWiZAPP requests both the start and end location of a
work zone. To geolocate a work zone, the user must be on-site. A satellite view of the work-zone
location is shown to the user as a form of verification before a request to get coordinates is made.
Upon work-zone location request, the app will ping the current location of the user to represent
either the start or end of the work zone. SWiZAPP can also access the phone/device camera to
take snapshots of the events occurring at the work zone and broadcast them to users.
Backend Module
The core of SWiZAPP is its backend module. It is responsible for storing all user or work-zone
information and supports user requests from the frontend. To enable real-time monitoring of
work-zone activities, the backend had to be designed such that it can respond to requests and
post information in real-time. We deployed a cloud-based, real-time database and storage system
using Google’s Firebase (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Real-time posting of user requests
Firebase is a robust mobile and web application development platform, which was developed by
Firebase, Inc. in 2011, then acquired by Google in 2014. It provides an application programming
interface (API) that enables data to be synced across all clients in real-time and remain available
when the app goes offline. One of the key reasons for choosing Firebase to drive the app’s
backend was due to its ability to store and manage unstructured datasets, such as those consisting
of images, text, and numbers. The SWiZAPP data feeds are unstructured; hence, Firebase was a
good fit.
SWiZAPP’s backend has three main functionalities: authenticate users, provide storage for user
data, and manage a real-time database. Google’s Firebase serves as the platform for carrying out
all these functionalities. Before a user can use the app, they must be authenticated. Firebase
Authentication provides the ability to authenticate users via email and password, phone number,
Facebook, Google, Twitter, or Github. The flow of authentication is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. SWiZAPP authentication framework
To simplify SWiZAPP development, users are authenticated only by email and password. The
first time a user downloads the app, they are required to register using their email and password.
The Firebase authenticator verifies that the information entered is correct before navigating to
the main app screen. Any errors encountered during the authentication process are
communicated to the user via alerts and prompts.
The structure of the backend real-time database is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Backend integration into SWiZAPP framework
With the exception of snapshot images, all user data are pushed directly into Firebase’s real-time
database. Images are stored as blobs inside Firebase storage. Once an image is stored, a unique
reference path to the location of the image is generated and kept in the real-time database.
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Middleware and Communication Module
The middleware connects the frontend to the backend and vice-versa. The state of the mobile
application data is designed to constantly change as different users simultaneously post workzone activities and request information. The backend is expected to generate an appropriate
response for all requests within reasonable time. Although middleware is not necessary for the
intended purpose of this app, handling such state changes can be difficult as the number of users
increases.
For this project, Redux was used as the middleware for SWiZAPP. It is used to fetch data from
the Firebase backend via an API, update app states, and render different things to the user
interface. Redux was set up to constantly monitor the app for state changes and requests from the
frontend, relay changes to the backend, and fetch responses from the backend to deliver to users
on the frontend. Figure 13 shows how the Redux middleware manages the app’s actions and state
changes.

Figure 13. Flow chart of Redux middleware
The application sends an action from the frontend with some data. These actions go through a
reducer, which takes the current state of the application and transforms it to a new state. The
complete state of the application is stored in the Redux store.
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CHAPTER 4. FIELD TESTING AND DATA COLLECTION
In order to use the app for field testing, we first compiled and uploaded SWiZAPP on both
Google Play and the Apple App Store. Four work-zone sites within the City of Columbia,
Missouri, were surveyed thereafter. Locations of the sites selected are shown from the SWiZAPP
Map View in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Selected work-zone sites for field testing
The key metrics used to evaluate SWiZAPP during field testing are covered in the remainder of
this chapter:




Geolocation accuracy
User-friendliness
Scalability
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Geolocation Accuracy
Although SWiZAPP uses satelitte imagery maps to enable users to verify the accuracy of the
work-zone locations provided, it was necessary to evaluate the expected range of accuracies
depending on the location characteristics of the work zone. The accuracy of GPS coordinates
provided by the app was therefore compared with ground truth coordinates manually extracted
from Google Maps. The influence of four conditions (outlined in Table 8) on geolocation
accuracy were evaluated: the first and second conditions are when the user acquires the workzone location from inside and outside a vehicle, respectively, in a central business district (CBD)
area. The third and fourth conditions look at geolocation inside and outside a vehicle on
freeways.
Table 8. Range of geolocation accuracies by condition of the work-zone site
Condition
In-vehicle geolocation on local roads
in central business district area
Out-vehicle geolocation on local roads
in central business district area
In-vehicle geolocation on freeway
Out-vehicle geolocation on freeway

Geolocation Accuracy Range
iOS
Android
12–25 feet
6–15 feet
2–15 feet

3–10 feet

< 6 feet

< 6 feet

< 6 feet

< 6 feet

Overall, the difference between the extracted Google Map coordinates and those obtained from
SWiZAPP was insignificant, with the exception of in-vehicle geolocation in CBD areas. This is
expected, as high-rise buildings may affect the phone GPS signals. We recommend that, in such
conditions, users should use the satellite preview to verify the proposed location suggested by the
app before requesting the geolocation.
It was also observed that the type of phone (Android or iPhone) influenced the geolocation
accuracies, especially in CBD areas. Android phones generally had higher accuracies and the
GPS values recorded were more stable compared to those from iPhones.
User-Friendliness
To evaluate SWiZAPP’s user-friendliness, the researchers surveyed a number of professionals
and civil engineering students with some knowledge about the activities conducted in a work
zone. Each user was first briefed on the purpose of the app and then allowed to navigate the app
without any further assistance from the development team. A user-friendliness score was
assigned based on the components the user was able to use. Figure 15 shows which of the
components were easy to use and intuitive.
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Figure 15. User-friendliness chart
Overall, the most challenging aspect of the interface for users to navigate was swiping left or
right on a flat list to geolocate or edit a work zone. The remaining components were fairly
straightforwared to navigate.
Scalability
To evaluate the scalability of the app, the researchers monitored the latency between user activity
post time and the activity broadcast time as the size of the SWiZAPP database was gradually
increased by the addition of image snapshots. With the exception of image uploads, all other
activities posted by users could be seen by other users of the app within a second (see Table 9).
Table 9. Scalability of SWiZAPP
Database size
10–50 MB

50–100 MB

100–500 MB

500 MB–1 GB

1–5 GB

Activity
Upload image
Upload text message
Push alert button/Geolocate
Upload image
Upload text message
Push alert button/Geolocate
Upload image
Upload text message
Push alert button/Geolocate
Upload image
Upload text message
Push alert button/Geolocate
Upload image
Upload text message
Push alert button/Geolocate
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Latency
(in seconds)
3
<1
<1
6
<1
<1
7
<1
<1
7
<1
<1
12
<1
<1

The latencies observed for image uploads increased as the size of the database increased. It is
important to note that a fraction of these latencies could be due to network speeds, which
SWiZAPP had no control over. A high-performance cluster could be used to reduce latencies and
thereby increase the scalability of the app.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The current project designed, developed, and deployed a fully functional cross-platform mobile
application, SWiZAPP, for collecting and communicating work zone-related activities. The app
is enabled with functionalities for managing an unlimited number of construction work zones
due to its scalable, cloud-based design architecture. It supports work-zone geolocation and
mapping via on-board GPS sensors and Google Maps, respectively.
Users of the app can post live activities from construction sites by taking snapshots and
uploading images, utilizing buttons within the app’s interface to indicate traffic conditions and
lane activities, or text messaging via the app. SWiZAPP also enables its users to view both realtime and historical activities of all work zones in the SWZDI states.
A modular design process was followed in the development of SWiZAPP. The current design
framework consists of four main modules: a frontend UI module, a sensor module, a middleware
communication module, and a backend module. A user makes requests and updates by
connecting to the frontend user interface, and the middleware receives all actions from the user
and passes those to the backend, which sends an appropriate response through the middleware
back to the user on the frontend.
The key components of the mobile app were evaluated through a series of tests at four
construction work-zone sites. The metrics for the evaluation included geolocation accuracy, userfriendliness, and scalability. Overall, the accuracy of the app’s geolocation module was fairly
high, although external factors such as proximity to high-rise buildings and the type of mobile
device operating system (iOS or Android) could affect the overall geolocation accuracy.
Satellite imagery maps were used to guide users to verify the app’s suggested location before
confirmation. The ease of use of SWiZAPP was evaluated based on a user-friendliness score,
which was dependent on how many UI components a user was able to navigate without
assistance. Swipeable flat lists were found to be the most challenging to navigate.
Lastly, the developers tested the scalability of the app by increasing the size of the app’s
database over time and measuring the resulting latency. The researchers observed notable
latencies in image upload speeds as the database size increased over 1 GB. This could be
resolved by deploying a cluster of machines instead of a single node to support the backend.
SWiZAPP Limitations and Recommendations for Future Development
Future updates to and developments for SWiZAPP will need to address the following limitations
of the current application.
The first and most obvious limitation of the app is its over-reliance on internet access. A sizeable
number of construction work zones in many states may be in dead zones where internet access is
limited. SWiZAPP will not function in such environments. Ideally, the app could be re-designed
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to store work-zone activity information on the device’s storage system when there is no internet
access. The locally stored data could later be pushed to the frontend and backend after the user
re-enters an area with Wi-Fi access.
A second development that could be relevant in subsequent releases is live video streaming
and/or archiving of work-zone activities. The current app does not have streaming capabilities,
neither does it store video information. However, video feeds could increase the size of the
SWiZAPP database at an exponential rate. This will increase the cost of cloud storage and
require new database designs to enable the app to scale as the size of the data uploads increase.
With the modular design approach adopted to develop SWiZAPP, such new extentions could be
carried out seamlessly.
In addition, the app could be enabled with a chat area, where work-zone workers and DOT
workers could communicate and seek approval for unplanned activities. All chat messages could
be stored to enrich the SWiZAPP database for documenting work-zone activities on a particular
day.
Finally, we recommend that concerted efforts be made to integrate SWiZAPP with key
transportation data management systems, 511, etc. A restless API could be developed to allow
agencies and developers to query and explore the SWiZAPP database in real-time.
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APPENDIX: SWIZAPP MANUAL
This appendix is a user manual for the Smart Work Zone Activity app (SWiZAPP), which is a
mobile application used for work-zone activity monitoring and providing accurate and timely
work-zone information. SWiZAPP allows the timely communication of work-zone status.
This app is capable of geolocating the work-zone location automatically, connecting to workzone cameras (via Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G) to monitor work-zone activities in real-time, and alerting
interested parties that permission is sought for commencing work or that work has commenced
or ended.
The user-friendly interface includes standard work-zone procedures. The app design is suitable
for use by both DOT staff and contractors. The benefits from the successful deployment of
SWiZAPP include more accurate and timely work-zone information for work-zone management,
traveler information, inspections, contract monitoring, safety analysis, and project coordination.
Download and Install the App
SWiZAPP is available on both the Apple App Store and Google Play.
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Register as a User
All users are required to register using a valid email address and password.

User Registration

Once registered, users will be automatically signed in every time they open the app. After
successful registration, the user is granted privileges to add new projects and track other workzone project updates within Illinois, Iowa (lead state), Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and
Wisconsin. SWiZAPP has three main components:




Projects – Renders a profile of all projects added by the user
Map View – Provides a map visualization of all active and inactive work-zone projects
Tracker – Tracks work-zone activity for all work zones by all users
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Create a Project
Use the plus-sign icon (in the top right corner) on any of the pages to add a new work-zone
project for activity monitoring. The following information is requested to add a project: a project
id, contact name, contact number, state, and the start date for work-zone activities. After
submission, a profile is created for the project and made available on the Project page for activity
monitoring.

Edit/Update Project Information
To edit or delete a project, swipe left on the project profile on the Projects page.
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Press the Edit button to fetch all information related to the selected project and display it in a
window for editing.
Set Default Project Information
To set default work-zone information, swipe right on the project profile and press the Info
button. The user will be navigated to a page to update pertinent information such as number of
lanes closed, speed limit, average time on site, etc.
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Geolocate a Project
SWiZAPP can automatically geolocate a project by using the phone’s on-board GPS. The user
must grant access for the app to use this capability. By swiping right on the project profile and
selecting the Geolocate icon, one can mark the location of the work zone on the map. Select the
Get Coordinates icon on the bottom of the Geolocate page. The user will then be asked to define
whether they are entering the start of the work zone or the end. Afterwards, the app will
automatically geolocate the work zone based on the location of the user.
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Activate/Deactivate a Project
After a project is created, users can activate the project when work-zone activities are being
carried out or deactivate it when there is no activity. The screenshots below show how a test
project (called “mo-test”) can be activated or deactivated.

Tap the project name to
view options for activating
and deactivating the work
zone.

The default work zone
status is Inactive. A gray
toggle button at the top
right corner indicates the
work zone is inactive.
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To activate, press the
toggle button. A green
toggle button means the
work zone is active.

Post Activities: Traffic Condition/Lane Activity
After activating a project, the user is given access to a number of app functionalities that enable
them to post real-time work-zone activities such as traffic conditions, lane activities, etc. by the
click of a button. The user is also given the ability to take live pictures of incidents, upload the
images, and type comments about activities that are not pre-defined in the app.
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In order to provide a user-friendly app, SWiZAPP is designed such that most of the information
can be added to the project only by selecting one of the predefined categories. Three categories
have been defined for traffic conditions:




Queue
Jam
Accident

A user can easily define the lane condition by selecting one of the three lane activity conditions:




Open
Restricted
Closed

The general activities include six categories:







Cones Up
Cones Out
Shoulder
Repair
Resurface
Rehab

Take and Post Images
The camera icon is used to take a live digital image and post it.
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Post Comments
Users can post additional information using the comment icon.

Designate Project Profile Image
An image can be assigned to the project’s profile by clicking on the icon to the left of Current
Status.
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Use the Map Page
The Map page displays the location of all work zones being monitored by the user. To view a
project on the map, the project must first be geolocated. The map also displays the most recent
activity for each project. The user must click on the respective projects to view this information.
Different colors are used to distinguish between active (red) and inactive (blue) work-zone
projects.
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Use Tracker
With Tracker, the user can view or monitor activities on work zones projects added by other
users of SWiZAPP. It is important to note that Tracker can only be used to view real-time and
historical work-zone activities. Activities cannot be edited on this page unless the user is the
primary owner of the project. To use Tracker:


Click on Tracker to navigate to a profile page of all work zones stored in SWiZAPP.
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Search for a particular project by typing into the search box either the name, state, or project
id. The list of profiles will update to show projects corresponding to the search.



Click on the project to view all activities tagged by date and time.
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